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SUMMARY

As a new form of social media, microblogs (e.g., Twitter and Weibo) are playing an important role in peo-
ple’s daily life. With the rise in popularity and size of microblogs, there is a need for distributed approaches
that can detect bursty event with low latency from the short-text data stream. In this paper, we propose a
distributed and incremental temporal topic model for microblogs called Bursty Event dEtection (BEE+).
BEE+ is able to detect bursty events from short-text dataset and model the temporal information. And BEE+
processes the post-stream incrementally to track the topic drifting of events over time. Therefore, the latent
semantic indices are preserved from one time period to the next. In order to achieve real-time processing, we
design a distributed execution framework based on Spark engine. To verify its ability to detect bursty event,
we conduct experiments on a Weibo dataset of 6,360,125 posts. The results show that BEE+ can outperform
the baselines for detecting the meaningful bursty events and track the topic drifting. Copyright © 2015 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bursty Event dEtection (BEE+) from microblogs is now a hot area in the field of data mining and
knowledge discovery, because the information posted in microblogs is real time and often event
driven [1]. In microblogs, with the textual content coupled with the temporal patterns, one could
discover public’s general interest by detecting those bursty events. There is thus an urgent need to
provide users with tools that can automatically extract significant information from highly dynamic
social streams [2]. However, unlike the traditional normal documents (e.g., news articles and aca-
demic papers), the lack of rich context in short texts [3] and the topic of event drifting over time
make online event detection from microblogs a challenging problem.

A part of existing studies on detecting bursty events are based on detecting bursty keywords.
In general, the bursty events are represented by a group of related bursty keywords (or segmen-
tation) with the bursty temporal information. Some clustering methods, such as graph partitioning
and density-based K-means, are used to detect events. The relation of each two keywords can be
calculated using the co-occurrences of the words, and the distance predefined of vectors is used
to measure the similarity of each two posts. For example, Mathioudakis and Koudas [4] detect
events by grouping the bursty keywords. However, the aforementioned methods are not built upon
robust probabilistic background. And they have ignored two classical problems called synonymy
and polysemy [5]. Moreover, they cannot model the topic drifting of events.
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Other popular methods to detect emergency events are based on topic models, like probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [6] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7], which are widely
used to uncover the hidden variables from the text collections. In this case, the occurrence of words
can be modeled with the probabilistic theory, and the problems of synonymy and polysemy have also
been solved. But those conventional topic models reveal the latent variables within the text corpus
by implicitly capturing the document-level word co-occurrence patterns [8, 9], which made them
not applicable to microblogs posts. Because direct application of these models on microblogs data
stream will suffer from the severe data sparsity problem we mentioned earlier (i.e., the sparse word
co-occurrence patterns in each short document) [10], the drifting of event topic over time cannot be
measured and the temporal information cannot be modeled.

In this paper, based on the topic model for short text, we proposed before [11], we designed
a new distributed and incremental temporal topic model (BEE+) for detecting bursty events
from microblogs. BEE+ can model the temporal information of events in microblogs and iden-
tify the bursty events based on the temporal information. And BEE+ employs processing the
post-stream incrementally, so it can track the topic of events drifting over time. So the latent
semantic indices are preserved from one time period to the next. At the same time, with the
incremental topic model BEE+, we applied a delicate parameter estimating process, which has
a faster convergence time than the traditional topic model. To verify BEE+’s ability to detect
event, we applied our BEE+ models on a dataset of 6,360,125 posts. The experimental results
show that BEE+ can detect more meaningful events than the baselines and depict topic drifting
well. And the execution time with different sizes of dataset and numbers of executors shows our
model’s efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the BEE+ model.
Section 3 details the parameters inference. The distributed implementation is illustrated in Section 4.
The experimental results are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we review briefly the related work.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. BURSTY EVENT DETECTION: TOPIC MODEL FOR SHORT TEXT

2.1. Notation and problem formulation

We first introduce the notations used in this paper and formally formulate our problem. All the
variables are explained in Table I. We assume that we have a stream of D microblogs posts,
denoted as d1; d2; : : : ; dD . Each post di is also associated with a discrete timestamp td D t ,
where t is an index between 1 and T . T is the total number of time points we consider. Each
document di is denoted as a bag of words {wi;1; wi;2 : : : wi;j : : : wi;Ni }, where j is an index
between 1 and V and V is the size of the vocabulary. Ni is the number of the words in
document di .

A bursty event is a topic that (1) is a surge in the number of posts related to this topic
and (2) popular in the posts during the period when it surges. Given the post-stream D, our
task in this paper is to detect the bursty events from D by using an online algorithm and
implementation.

Table I. Notations of BEE+ model.

Variable Signification Variable Signification

d One document Ew One vector of words
z One topic H All documents with hashtag
t One time stamp QH All documents without hashtag
h One hashtag �� Probability of background topic
w One word � Background topic
n(w,d) Frequency of w in d

BEE+, Bursty Event dEtection.
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2.2. The generative process of Bursty Event dEtection

The basic ideas of our BEE+ model are as follows. 1) The posts published around the same time is
more likely to be about the same topic than the other random posts. 2) One post is always related
to one event, we will introduce a background topic later in this section. 3) The posts with the same
hashtag are always related to the same topic. Note that not all posts contain a hashtag, so BEE+
presents the hashtag with a missing value for the posts without hashtag labels.

In BEE+, we assume that there are K latent topics in the text stream, d denotes a document,
w denotes a term in a document, ´ denotes a latent variable, and td denotes the released time of
document d . In order to explain all the words in the stream, including the meaningless words and the
common words, we further propose a background topic, with a distribution � over common words.
All the words in each post are generated from some mixture of these K C 1 underlying topics.

In standard topic models, such as PLSA and LDA, a document is generated by a mixture of topics,
represented by a distribution over topics. This is a reasonable assumption for long documents. But
in microblogs, the posts often contain only one or several sentences. Consequently, a single post is
most likely to be about one event or meaningless. We therefore associate a single hidden variable and
the background topic with each post to indicate its topic. The assumption of assigning a single topic
to a short sequence of words has been used before [1, 12, 13]. As we have discussed in Section 1,
the posts published around the same time are more likely to be about the same topic than the other
random posts with the similar idea in [9]. To model this observation, we assume that there is a
distribution over time points for each topic. The higher the probability for a topic at one time point
is, the more popular the topic is at that time.

The generative process for each document d in D is as follows.

1. Choose N from the Poisson distribution.

2. Choose td from multinomial distribution.

3. If this document has a hashtag,

a. choose a topic from p.´jd; td ; h/;
b. from 1 to N , choose a word from p.wj´/ to p.wj�/.

4. If this document has no hashtag,

a. choose a topic from p.´jd; td /;
b. from 1 to N , choose a word from p.wj´/ to p.wj�/).

3. PARAMETERS INFERENCE

3.1. Initial inference

Figure 1 shows the graphical model representation of BEE+, the joint distribution of the word vector
Ew of each document d is

p. Ew; d/ D

²
p.d/p.td /p.hd /

P
´ p.´jd; td ; hd /

Q
w2d Œ��p.wj�/C .1� �� /p.wj´/�

n.w;d/ d 2H

p.d/p.td /
P
´ p.´jd; td /

Q
w2d Œ��p.wj�/C .1� �� /p.wj´/�

n.w;d/ d 2 QH

where �� is the mixture weight of the background topic, which appears in the stream dataset with
the same intensity all the time. Note that d , h, and t are coupling.

So, the probability of the complete corpus in one window is as follows.

p. Ew; ED/ D

²Q
d

Q
t

Q
h p.d/p.t/p.h/

P
´p.´jd; t; h/

Q
w2d Œ��p.wj�/C.1� �� /p.wj´/�

n.w;d/ d 2HQ
d

Q
t p.d/p.t/

P
´ p.´jd; t/

Q
w2d Œ��p.wj�/C .1� �� /p.wj´/�

n.w;d/ d 2 QH

The log-likelihood of the generating text sample is thus
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Figure 1. Graphical model representation of Bursty Event dEtection.
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Parameter estimation. The standard procedure for maximum likelihood estimation in latent vari-
able models is the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [6]. To maximize log-likelihood
function, we introduce the estimation of latent topic variable into our log-likelihood function firstly
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(2)

The estimation of latent topic variable is calculated by the expectation (E) step [6]. In our model,
according to the Bayes’s rule, the conditional probability of p.´j Ew; d; td / can be estimated by the
following in the E (expectation) step

p.´j Ew; d; t/ D
.1 � �� /p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t/

��p. Ewj�/C .1 � �� /
P
´ p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t/

; d 2 QH

p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ D
.1 � �� /p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t; h/

��p. Ewj�/C .1 � �� /
P
´ p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t; h/

; d 2 H

(3)

where Ew denotes the word vector in the document d and p. Ewj´/ D
Q
w p.wj´/

n.d;w/, where
n.w; d/ denotes the frequency of the word w in the document d . p.´jd; t/ and p.´jd; t; h/ have
been estimated in the previous maximization (M)-step. And �� and p.wj�/ have been initialized
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before the iteration starts. We have merged the regularization operation of p.wj´/ with the
background topic � into the E-step.

Then, we propose a lower bound for our log-likelihood function, which is easy to maximum
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As we have estimated p.´j Ew; d; t/ and p.´j Ew; d; t; h/, we can ignore 1
p.´j Ew;d;t/
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Equation (4). So the problem turns to maximum
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with the constraints X

w

p.wj´/ D 1

X
´

p.´jd; t/ D 1

X
´

p.´jd; t; h/ D 1

The Lagrange multipliers method is feasible to solve this problem.
So, in the M (maximization) step (M-step), the probabilities p.wj´/, p.´jd; t/, and p.´jd; t; h/

can be estimated, respectively, by the following:
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p.´jd; t/ D p.´j Ew; d; t/

p.´jd; t; h/ D p.´j Ew; d; t; h/
(7)

where the p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ and p.´j Ew; d; t/ have been estimated in the previous E-step. n.w; d/
denotes the frequency of the word w in the document d .
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3.2. Incremental update

In the sense of online BEE+, one should take the topic drifting into consideration. That is to say,
using the estimated p.wj´/ parameters to estimate new parameters p.´j Ew; q; t; h/; p.´j Ew; q; t/ for a
new document q in the data stream is not an effective way in our problem. BEE determines whether
a new document is related to an existing event or a new event. Because of the topic of event drifts
over time, the old inactive event less likely attracts new documents than a recently active event. To
follow this changes, we propose a lookup window (Figure 2) that is popular to limit the time frame
that an incoming document can relate to. But the EM algorithm needs to initialize them randomly,
which makes the lost of topic drift. When we update the lookup window, we should avoid this. So
we designed an incremental algorithm for parameter revising.

3.3. Parameters update

As the time window slides forward, our algorithm removes the out-of-date posts dold and removes
the terms wold that are not used in recent posts. So, the parameters p.wold j´/, p.´j Ew; dold ; t; h/,
and p.´j Ew; dold ; t / are also removed. Subsequently, the remaining parameters must be renormalized
proportionally as follows, where wrest are those words rest.

p.wj´/ D
p.wj´/P

wrest
p.wj´/

(8)

In this step, new documents and terms are arriving from the data stream. There are two different
situations.

1. When there is no new word in those new arriving documents,
p.wj´/ are fixed to be used for estimating p.´j Ew; dnew ; td / and p.´j Ew; dnew ; td ; h/

in (10).

p.´j Ew; d; t/ D
.1 � �� /p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t/

��p. Ewj�/C .1 � �� /
P
´ p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t/

; d 2 QH

p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ D
.1 � �� /p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t; h/

��p. Ewj�/C .1 � �� /
P
´ p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t; h/

; d 2 H

(9)

2. When there are some new words,

a. We ignore those new words. In this case, the posterior probability calculated by EM for
p.´j Ew; dnew ; td / and p.´j Ew; dnew ; td ; h/ is

p.´j Ew; d; t/ D
.1 � �� /p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t/

��p. Ewj�/C .1 � �� /
P
´ p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t/

; d 2 QH

p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ D
.1 � �� /p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t; h/

��p. Ewj�/C .1 � �� /
P
´ p. Ewj´/p.´jd; t; h/

; d 2 H

(10)

Figure 2. The update process.
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b. We estimate p.wnew j´/ for those new words using EM algorithm

p.wnew j´/ D
c.wnew/

.1 � �� /
P
wnew

c.wnew/
�

��

1 � ��
p.wnew j�/ (11)

c.wnew/ D
X
t

X
d2 QH

p.´jt; d; Ew/n.wnew ; d /C
X
t

X
d2H

X
h

p.´jt; d; Ew; h/n.wnew ; d /I

c. Finally, for ensuring the probabilistic rules
P
w p.wj´/ D 1, we applied some regularization

techniques.

Finally, we reuse the EM algorithm that is represented by Equations (2)–(4), till all the parameters
are convergent.

4. DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION BASED ON SPARK

In this section, we introduce the distributed implementation of our model based on Spark. Our
method accomplishes the E-step and the M-step of the Parameters Revising section using the map
and reduce function of spark [14], respectively. But here, we faced two main problems as follows:
(1)the result of the E-step is not the final result that we need, but it consumes more storage; and
(2) a normalized operation is needed for each step in iteration, which requires another map and
reduce function in distributed implementation and increases the computation and communication
time. So, we design our data files as four model files, which areN.w; d/,P.wj´/,P.´j; d; t; h/, and
P.´j; d; t/. The N.w; d/ represents the frequency of the word w in the document d . The remaining
three files should be manually initialized by other programs before the algorithm starts. These data
are the input files for the E-step to calculate p.´j Ew; d; t; h/andP.´j Ew; d; t/. After the calculation
in the E-step, these data are recalculated in one iteration of the M-step, and the calculated results are
used as the input files of the next iteration. Note that, according to Equation (7), here, we store only
p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ and p.´j Ew; d; t/ in our implementation.

We use the key-value pair Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) to store the p.wj´/, p.´j Ew,
d; t; h/, or p.´j Ew; d; t/ as the input files where the key of the RDD is set to topic index ´, and
the value is the tuple of the two maps that represent the key-value pairs p.wj´/ and p.´j Ew; d; t; h/
or p.´j Ew; d; t , respectively. And to speed up the computing, we set the N.w; d/ as the broad-
cast variables. Note that for each topic, one document has a related p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ or p.´j Ew; d; t ,
because all the documents do not have hashtag. Figure 3 is the MapReduce implementation of our
algorithm based on Spark.

Figure 3. MapReduce implementation of Bursty Event dEtection.
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4.1. E-step

As described in Algorithm 1. The return files of this function are the posterior probability

p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ or p.´j Ew; d; t/ key-value pair RDD, where the key represents the document index

´ and the value is the map from all the . Ew; d; t; h/ or . Ew; d; t/ to the corresponding probability of

p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ or p.´j Ew; d; t/.

Firstly, we calculate the numerator of Equation (3) with a map function of the input RDD data file

defined earlier (from lines 1 to 14). Then, because the calculation of the denominator of Equation (3)

Algorithm 1 E-step

Require: key:´; value:T uple3 < map < w; val >;map < . Ew; d; t; h/; val >;map <

. Ew; d; t/; val >>
Ensure: key:´; value:T uple2 < p.´j Ew; d; t; h/; p.´j Ew; d; t/ >

1: RDDNumrator = Map(arg):
2: HashMap p. Ew; ´jd; t; h/ D New HashMap;
3: HashMap p. Ew; ´jd; t/ D New HashMap;
4: double p. Ewj´/ D 0;
5: For w in map < w; val > :keyset
6: p. Ewj´/ � D p.wj´/N.w;d /
7: Endfor
8: For . Ew; d; t; h/ in map < . Ew; d; t; h/; val >
9: p. Ew; ´jd; t; h/.add(. Ew; d; t; h/; .1 � �� /p. Ewj´/ � p.´j Ew; d; t; h/)

10: Endfor
11: For . Ew; d; t/ in map < . Ew; d; t/; val >
12: p. Ew; ´jd; t/.add(. Ew; d; t/; .1 � �� /p. Ewj´/ � p.´j Ew; d; t/)
13: Endfor
14: return key W ´I value W T uple2 < p. Ew; ´jd; t; h/; p. Ew; ´jd; t/ >;

15: RDDNumrator.Reduce(arg0,arg1):
16: HashMap p. Ewjd; t; h/ = new HashMap
17: HashMap p. Ewjd; t/ = new HashMap;
18: For . Ew; d; t; h/ in arg0:_1:keySet
19: p.Ewjd;t;h/.add(. Ew; d; t;h/; arg0:_1:getValue.Ew; ´jd; t;h/+ arg1:_1:getValue. Ew;´jd;t;h/)
20: Endfor
21: For . Ew; d; t/ in arg0:_2:keySet
22: p. Ewjd; t/.add(. Ew; d; t/; arg0:_2:getValue. Ew; ´jd; t/C arg1:_2:getValue. Ew; ´jd; t/)
23: Endfor
24: return T uple2 < p. Ewjd; t; h/; p. Ewjd; t/ >

25: RDDNumrator.Map(arg):
26: HashMap p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ = new HashMap
27: HashMap p.´j Ew; d; t/ = new HashMap
28: Foreach . Ew; d; t; h/
29: double value D arg:_1:getValue. Ew;d;t;h/

��p. Ewj�/Cp. Ewjd;t;h/:getValue. Ewjd;t;h/

30: p.´j Ew; d; t; h/:add.. Ew; d; t; h/; value/
31: Endfor
32: Foreach. Ew; d; t/
33: double value D arg:_1:getValue. Ew;d;t/

��p. Ewj�/Cp. Ewjd;t/:getValue. Ewjd;t/

34: p.´j Ew; d; t/:add.. Ew; d; t/; value/
35: Endfor
36: return key:z value:T uple2 < p.´j Ew; d; t; h/; p.´j Ew; d; t/ >;
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needs a summation for all those topics, we design a reduce function (lines 15–24) for the output
RDDNumerator (line 1). Finally, we combined the numerator and denominator together to obtain all
the target values p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ and p.´j Ew; d; t/ for each ´ determined by RDD’s key. At the end of
the E-step, we add an additional regularization to assure that those probabilities result with respect
to the probabilistic rules. For now, all the p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ or p.´j Ew; d; t/ have been computed. They
will be sent to the M-step as the input file.

4.2. M-step

As described in Algorithm 2. The input data are the results from the E-step. The key in the key-
value pair is the topic index ´, and the value is the pair of map that represents all the probabilities
of p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ and p.´j Ew; d; t/. In the M-step, firstly, we calculate the numerator as same as
in the E-step (lines 4–11). Then, the denominator needs to sum the result in line 11. Accord-
ing to Equation (6), all the elements needed to obtain p.wj´/ are contained in RDD’s value, so
we can implement the E-step in one map function. And Equation (7) permits us to just keep the
p.´j Ew; d; t; h/; p.´j Ew; d; t/ as the result of p.´jd; t; h/; p.´jd; t/.

Algorithm 2 M-step

Require: key:´; value:T uple2 < p.´j Ew; d; t; h/; p.´j Ew; d; t/ >; the pair from E-Step
Ensure: key:´; value:map < w; val >

1: Map:
2: HashMap P.wj´/ = new HashMap
3: Foreach w

4: double p.wj´/ D 0;
5: Foreach . Ew; d; t; h/
6: p.wj´/C D p.´j Ew; d; t; h/ �N.w; d/
7: EndForeach
8: Foreach. Ew; d; t/
9: p.wj´/C D p.´j Ew; d; t/ �N.w; d/

10: EndForeach
11: P.wj´/:add.w; p.wj´//

12: EndForeach

13: double denominator D 0;
14: Foreach w
15: denominatorC D p.wj´/;
16: EndForeach
17: Foreach w in P.wj´/:keySet
18: p.wj´/ D p.wj´/

denominator
;

19: EndForeach
20: return key: z value:T uple3 < map < w; val >;map < . Ew; d; t; h/; val >;map <

. Ew; d; t/; val >>

5. BURSTY DETECTION

Bursty Event dEtection does not generate the bursty events directly, we use the mechanism based
on the idea by TwitInfo [15]. Our model generates a set of events Ec , and the probability of each
event evolves over time denoted as p.t1je/; p.t1je/ : : : p.tje/, p.ti je/ denotes the probability of the
event e at time ti . More tweets are related to the event e with a greater p.ti je/. At each time point
i , we will identify such that p.ti je/ is large relative to the recent p.ti�1je/, p.ti�2je/, . . . , not the
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local maxima among the sequence of all p.t je/. In our framework, the algorithm must determine
whether a time point has a relatively large number of posts in it. We take inspiration from congestion
control mechanism of TCP, which must determine whether a packet is taking unusually long to be
acknowledged and is thus an outlier. To summarize the algorithm, when the algorithm encounters a
significant increase in bin count relative to the historical mean, it starts a new window and follows
the increase to its maximum. The algorithm ends the peak’s window once the bin count returns to
the same level it started at or when it encounters another significant increase [15]. We can use online
algorithm to implement the processing. After the bursty detection, we rank the events containing the
bursty information in the latest time points based on the probability of the event e. For our model,
p.e/ represents the number of posts related to the topic p.e/ there are in the dataset.

6. EXPERIMENTS

We compare the precision and recall of our BEE+ method with the PLSA, TwitterMonitor (TM),
and BEE [11] baselines firstly in this section and then illustrate how we can track the topic drifting.

6.1. Dataset

We use a Weibo (a Chinese Twitter) dataset to evaluate our model. This dataset is obtained by a
crawler that can obtain five million posts each day on average. We sample the data of December 19,
2014 to evaluate the precision and recall. After filter, there are 6,360,125 posts in total.

6.2. Parameter setting

In this section, we show the parameter setting of our model. Empirically, ��B is between 0.05 and
0.1 [16]. In our experiments, we fix our ��B D 0:05 and set

p.wj�B/ D

P
d n.w; d//P

w

P
d n.w; d/

(12)

where p.wj�B/ denotes the background topic distributed over the vocabulary and n.w; d/ repre-
sents the frequency of wordw in the document d . The parameter p.wd j�B/ in our B̧EE experiments
is constants, because the background topic appears in the stream dataset with the same intensity all
the time.

6.3. Ground truth generation

To compare the precision of our model with other alternative models, we perform the effectiveness
evaluation in our experiments. For our model and PLSA, we obtain the result of time series data for
a number of topics. We apply the same method explained in the bursty detection module to detect
the bursty events [17]. We rank the obtained bursty events by the number of tweets (or words in the
case of PLSA model or the keywords in each cluster for TM) assigned to the topics and take the
top-K events from each model. Because no ground truth is available about all the ‘relevant’ events,
we manually check the events detected by the three models with the real-world events in the news.
As the same idea in [18], we labeled the event to be a bursty event if its number of relevant tweets
in our dataset at least doubled in the future time window scope from the first detected time point. In
these experiments, we define the precision and recall as follows:

Precision D
a

b
(13)

Recall D
a

c
(14)

where a is the number of the bursty events detected and they are also the real-world events, b is
the number of the bursty events detected by the same algorithm, and c is the number of the bursty
events detected by all the four algorithms and they are the real-world events.
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6.4. Evaluation

In this section, we show the effectiveness evaluation of the three models, namely, PLSA, Twitter-
Monitor, and our BEE+. For each algorithm, we set the number of topics (clusters)K to 30 to detect
the bursty events on December 19, 2014.

6.4.1. Effectiveness. Tables II and III show the comparison between these models in terms of the
precision and recall of the top-K results. Overall, our BEE+ is the best in the precision forK D 10.
For K < 10, the four models perform the same. The reason of the increased precision brought by
our model is taking the hashtags into consideration. In the recall, the TM performs the best followed
by our model for K D 10. We find that it is because the TM detected many bursty keywords for its
grouping module, while our model ignores the unimportant bursty information, as same as our old
BEE model [11].

6.4.2. Efficiency. Table IV shows the time each method needs for converging with different num-
bers of topic. Both our old BEE model and our BEE+ model are much faster than the two baselines.
Because our model estimates the parameters incrementally, each parameter needs only some tight
changes. While the two baselines begin with random initial value for their parameters each time.

6.4.3. Topic drifting. In this section, we illustrate the ability to track topic drifting of our model by
case studying. We first initialize our BEE+ model then update its parameters every 10 min. Table V
shows us the top event every 10 min from 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM on December 19, 2014. The events’
top words are the words in the event-related posts having the most important weights in the sense

Table II. Precision at K for the four models.

Method P@5 P@10 P@30

TM 0.800 0.500 0.400
PLSA 0.800 0.500 0.500
BEE 0.800 0.600 0.500
BEE+ 0.800 0.700 0.700

TM, TwitterMonitor; PLSA, probabilistic latent seman-
tic analysis; BEE, Bursty Event dEtection. The bold
number is the best results.

Table III. Recall at K for the four models.

Method P@5 P@10 P@30

TM 0.750 0.800 0.750
PLSA 0.750 0.733 0.625
BEE 0.875 0.733 0.733
BEE+ 0.875 0.733 0.800

TM, TwitterMonitor; PLSA, probabilistic latent seman-
tic analysis; BEE, Bursty Event dEtection. The bold
number is the best results.

Table IV. Convergent time.

Method P@5 (s) P@10 (s) P@30 (s)

TM 73 135 254
PLSA 85 141 296
BEE 25 42 76
BEE+ 27 39 80

TM, TwitterMonitor; PLSA, probabilistic latent
semantic analysis; BEE, Bursty Event dEtection.
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Table V. Top event from 10 AM to 10:30 AM.

Figure 4. Topic drifting of the court session of ‘Yichun crash’.

of Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) value, which is a classical evaluation for
key words extraction. And the hashtags are the most frequent in those posts.

From the data of December 19, 2014, we extract an event of a sentence of 5 years on the Pilot in
Command of ‘Yichun crash’. Figure 4 indicates the topic drifting of this event, popular level means
how many posts talk about this event. The height represents how popular this event is. We can see
that after 11 o’clock, this event exploits a lot because in real word, this event happened at 9 o’clock,
and some news columns report it at 11 o’clock. And our algorithm detects it earlier than 11 o’clock.

Note that TM and PLSA cannot utilize the different temporal information of events to group
keywords. From the results, we can see that the topically similar contents appear around the same
time and our results also support our hypothesis. We can see that modeling the temporal information,
B̧EE can depict burst characteristics well for analysis.

6.4.4. Efficiency. Our experimental environment is as follows.

1. Eight nodes: one master node and seven slave nodes
2. File system: Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
3. Number of cores for each node: 32
4. Cache for each node: 128 MB
5. RAM for each node: 40 GB

In the experiment, our algorithm converges much faster than TM and PLSA models, which prove
intuitively our algorithm’s efficiency. We use scaleup, sizeup, and speedup [19] and compare them
to evaluate the efficiency of BEE+.
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Sizeup. Sizeup measures how much longer the execution time is on a given system, when the dataset
size is x times larger than the original dataset. Its definition is given by the following formula:

Sizeup.data; x/ D
Tx

T1
(15)

where Tx is the execution time for processing an x times larger dataset and T1 is the execution time
for processing the original dataset.

Speedup. Speedup is defined as how much a distributed algorithm is faster than a corresponding
sequential algorithm. It is defined by the following formula:

Speedup D
T1

Tx
(16)

where x is the number of machines, T1 is the execution time of the algorithm with one machine,
and Tx is the execution time of the parallel algorithm with x machines.

Scaleup. Scaleup refers to the ability of an m times larger system to perform an m times larger job
in the same run time as the original system. The definition is as follows.

Scaleup.data,x/ D
T1

Txx
(17)

Figure 5. Sizeup performance evaluation. BEE+, Bursty Event dEtection.

Figure 6. Speedup performance evaluation.
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Figure 7. Scaleup performance evaluation. BEE+, Bursty Event dEtection.

where T1 is the execution time for processing a certain data on one machine and Txx is the execution
time for processing x times data on x machines.

Figure 5 shows the sizeup result on our experimental environment, the result shows the
sublinear performance for our BEE+. Increasing the size of the dataset simply makes the non-
communication portion of the code and takes more time due to more I/O and more posts processing.
Because I/O and CPU processing scale well with sizeup, we obtain sublinear performance.

From Figure 6, we could see that BEE+ achieves linear speedup when the computers are small.
However, the improvement becomes gradually undramatic as the number of machines grows. This
is expected because of both the increase in the absolute time spending in communication between
machines and the increase in the fraction of the communication time in the entire execution
time. When the fraction of the computation part dwindles, adding more machines cannot improve
much speedup.

The scale-up performance of BEE+ is shown in Figure 7. We ran several different datasets on
distributed machines from two executors to eight executors. Clearly, our method scales very well, it
is able to keep the execution time almost constant as the dataset and machine sizes increase.

7. RELATED WORKS

Some event detection method focused in special event detection. Phuvipadawat and Murata [20]
focused on detecting the breaking news from Twitter. The method of event detection and topic
tracking in their approach is employed by clustering the similar tweets together. The similarity of
two tweets of breaking news is measured by calculating the distance between their vector represen-
tation, which is a variant of the term frequency–inverse document frequency. But their algorithm
only deals with the tweets with hashtag ‘#breakingnews’. Li et al. [21] proposed an event detection
and analysis system to detect crime and disaster-related events from tweets. Their system supports
to extract a geographic location for events and rank events based on the importance of events.
Sakaki et al. [22] identified the bursty events about the earthquake that happened in Japan. The main
method in their work is support vector machine, which was used to judge whether a tweet is about
the earthquake or not. In summary, the aforementioned approaches are applicable to certain types
of tweets (e.g., having a specific hashtag related to crime and disaster or containing the certain key-
words). Some a priori knowledge about the events to be detected is needed. So, they cannot detect
the general events for our problem without priori knowledge.

Several other people make a few efforts to detect the unspecific events without a priori knowledge.
Mathioudakis and Koudas [4] group bursty keywords into events according to their co-occurrences
in history tweets. Xie et al. [23] identify bursty co-occurrences between keywords quickly using
dimension reduction, and detect the bursty events based on the co-occurrences by solving the
optimization problem. Li et al. [24] split each tweet into non-overlapping segments (semantically
meaningful information units). They clustered the bursty segments as event segments. However, the
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aforementioned systems ignore the temporal information of events and cannot track the changes of
events. So, the bursty importance of events and changes of events are not measured.

There are also some other event detection approaches that are based on the temporal informa-
tion of the events. Weng and Lee [25] apply wavelet transformation to fit the temporal information
of each word. The events are formed by using modularity-based graph partitioning algorithm.
However, the similarity between words measured by the cross correlation between signals cannot
differentiate the busty distinct events that happened at the same period by coincidence. Diao et al.
[1] proposed an LDA-based topic model that exploits this idea to find the bursty global events. How-
ever, their model is not immediately applicable for our problem. Firstly, it is infeasible to model the
interest of all the users, because most of the users release very little tweets. Secondly, their model
detects the bursty events offline.

Our BEE+ can distinguish the events that happened around the same period well by modeling the
temporal information of events with the observation that the topical similar contents appear around
the same time. What is more, our algorithm is able to track the topic drifting.

8. CONCLUSION

To extract useful real-time information from the massive microblogs’ data stream, in this paper, we
proposed an incremental temporal topic model (BEE+) for detecting bursty events. Based on our
BEE model [11], we take the hashtag in microblogs into consideration, which increases the precision
in BEE+. In order to achieve real time, a distributed execution framework is designed based on
Spark engine, which is scalable for big data processing with low latency. We conduct experiments
using the Weibo’s posts of December 19, 2014. Comparing with PLSA and TM, the results show
that our algorithm can outperform those two existing models for detecting the meaningful bursty
events. We conduct a case study to illustrate the efficiency of BEE+ to track the topic drifting.

For further work, we plan to look into methods that fuse multiple data resources to improve
BEE+’s performance on detecting bursty event. Besides, we plan to transform our parameter-
parallel method to model parallel, which is more efficient, in the future.
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